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Perhaps no experimental approach to repression has received more attention than the attempt to administer Zeigarnik’s interrupted-task procedure (22) under ego-involving conditions. The rationale underlying this use of the Zeigarnik technique held that ego involvement would cause incompletes and completed tasks to be viewed as failures and successes respectively, and hence, in accordance with repression theory, would lead to the expulsion of incompletes from consciousness. The prediction followed, therefore, that the typical “Zeigarnik” recall pattern (superior recall of incompletes) would be replaced by a “repressive” recall pattern (superior recall of completed tasks).

Since this view was first advanced, much evidence has accumulated (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 18, 19) which indicates, not surprisingly, that such a reversal of the Zeigarnik ratio is not a function of stress alone, but depends, in addition, on personality factors—some individuals recalling a preponderance of successes and others yielding extreme Zeigarnik ratios under ego-involving conditions. While the isolation of the particular personality dimensions associated with each of these stress recall patterns offers a fertile field for personality research, the mechanisms assumed to underlie each pattern—namely, repression of failures in the case of selective recall of successes (S-recall) and superior trace stabilization of failures in the case of selective recall of failures (F-recall)—are still open to question. As others (15, 20) have observed, finding a selective recall preference for success items under stress is not definitive proof that failure items were repressed. An alternative explanation, selective learning in favor of success items, has not been ruled out. Likewise, a selective recall preference for failure items under stress may arise not from enhanced stabilization of their traces but rather from their being better learned in the first place. The obvious experimental solution here—to equate successes and failures for original learning—is hard to achieve, for if failure items are really threatening, then the same factors which theoretically lead to their repression (or trace stabilization) may also be expected to impair (or improve) their learning.

The aim in the present study was to provide a more feasible test of the memory versus learning explanations of both these recall patterns. The approach employed follows from an analysis of the assumptions underlying interpretation of each pattern as a memory or learning effect. Consider first the alternative assumptions with respect to S-recall under stress.

As has been noted (4, 23), the essential postulate of repression theory is that threatening events are not actually forgotten but persist in an unconscious state, continuously striving to regain consciousness. Moreover, should the threatening character of repressed events be allayed (via psychotherapy or other means), they should re-emerge into consciousness. The selective learning position, on the other hand, implies no such restoration for forgotten items: it assumes that decreased recall results entirely from a deficiency in original registration. The two interpretations thus offer different predictions for the recall of events whose threatening nature is allayed after learning—the repression view implying enhanced recall, the selective learning view implying no change in recall, for such items.

In the present study, two groups (both known to exhibit S-recall under stress) were subjected to a stressful interrupted-task procedure. For one group, however, recall was preceded by a quasi-therapeutic session in which the test was exposed as an experimental hoax. If the S-recall pattern is indeed due to repression, such exposure, by reducing associated anxiety, should restore the recall of incompletes, and hence cause this group to shift toward a Zeigarnik pattern. If, on the other hand, selective learning underlies S-recall, then no such shift should occur.

With respect to the F-recall pattern, ex-

1 This research was conducted while the senior author held a U.S.P.H.S. postdoctoral research fellowship at Harvard University. Grateful acknowledgment is made to Dr. Jerome S. Bruner for making available the facilities of his laboratory.
EXPLANATION IN TERMS OF SELECTIVE LEARNING IS MUCH LIKE THAT OFFERED ABOVE FOR S-RECALL. RECALL IS SAID TO BE TOTALLY DEPENDENT ON LEARNING AND, WHATSOEVER THE REASON MAY BE, FAILURE ITEMS HAVE REGISTERED MORE STRONGLY THAN SUCCESS ITEMS. THE INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF SELECTIVE REMEMBERING, ON THE OTHER HAND, IS BASED, ACCORDING TO ROSENZWEIG'S RECENT FORMULATION (17), ON THE TASK-TENSION THEORY OF LEWIN (12) AND ZEIGARNIK (22). ACCORDING TO THIS VIEW, THE TRACES OF FAILURE ITEMS ARE BETTER STABILIZED THAN THOSE OF SUCCESS ITEMS, BECAUSE THE FORMER ARE LAID DOWN IN A REGION OF HIGH PSYCHIC TENSION—TENSION AROUSED BY INSTRUCTIONS TO PERFORM A TASK AND DISCHARGEABLE ONLY BY ITS COMPLETION. ROSENZWEIG HAS CALLED THIS A "NEED-PERSISTIVE" REACTION TO FAILURE AS CONTRASTED WITH THE "EGO-DEFENSIVE" REACTION OF REPRESSION. THIS POSITION PREDICTS THAT ANYTHING DONE AFTER LEARNING TO REDUCE TASK TENSION SHOULD BRING ABOUT A REDUCTION IN THE RECALL OF FAILURE ITEMS. THE SELECTIVE LEARNING VIEW, ON THE OTHER HAND, IMPLIES NO RECALL CHANGE AS A CONSEQUENCE OF SUCH POST-LEARNING MANIPULATION. TO TEST THESE PREDICTIONS, TWO OTHER GROUPS—BOTH KNOWN TO EXHIBIT F-RECALL UNDER STRESS—WERE SUBJECTED TO THE SAME STRESSFUL SITUATION DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND RECALL FOR ONE GROUP AGAIN FOLLOWED EXPOSURE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HOAX. IF THE F-RECALL PATTERN IS INDEED DUE TO SUPERIOR TRACE STABILIZATION OF FAILURES, THE REVELATION THAT INCOMPLETED TASKS WERE ACTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SOLVE SHOULD SERVE TO DISCHARGE ANY RESIDUAL TENSION ASSOCIATED WITH INCOMPLETION AND THEREBY TEND TO REDUCE THE RECALL OF FAILURES. NO SUCH REDUCTION IN RECALL OF FAILURES SHOULD OCCUR, ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THIS EFFECT IS DUE TO DIFFERENTIAL LEARNING.

A FINAL QUESTION EXAMINED IN THE PRESENT STUDY MAY NOW BE MENTIONED. IF OUR RESULTS SHOULD INDICATE THAT BOTH THE S- AND F-RECALL PATTERNS ARE A FUNCTION OF LEARNING RATHER THAN RETENTION, DOES THIS MEAN THAT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE IN THE PRESENT EXPERIMENT FOR THE OPERATION OF MNEMONIC PROCESSES? THIS QUESTION IS PROMPTED BY CONSIDERATION OF AN ASPECT OF THE PRESENT KIND OF PROCEDURE WHICH DISTINGUISHES IT FROM THE ORIGINAL ZEIGARNIK TECHNIQUE, A DIFFERENCE HERETOFORE NEGLECTED BY MOST WRITERS. TO CONSTRUCT A SITUATION SUFFICIENTLY THREATENING FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, THE EXPERIMENTAL TASKS HAVE USUALLY BEEN PRESENTED IN THE GUISE OF AN INTELLIGENCE TEST AND INDEED ARE SO PRESENTED HERE. IN SO DOING, HOWEVER, THE PROCEDURE IS GIVEN A UNITY AND INTEGRATION WHICH IS NOT PRESENT IN THE TYPICAL ZEIGARNIK SITUATION, WHERE S IS MERELY ASKED TO PERFORM A SERIES OF DISPARATE AND OSTEINSBLY UNRELATED TASKS. UNDER INTELLIGENCE-TEST CONDITIONS, THEN, IT IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE THAT S'S DEFENSIVE REACTION IS ORIENTED MORE TOWARD THE TEST AS A WHOLE, I.E., TOWARD THE SINGLE EXPERIENCE OF EXAMINATION FAILURE, RATHER THAN TOWARD PARTICULAR ITEMS WITHIN THE TEST, AND HENCE SELECTIVE RECALL OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS MAY NOT BE A MEASURE OPTIMALLY SENSITIVE TO S'S INVOKED DEFENSE. MEMORY FOR THE ENTIRE TEST SITUATION WOULD SEEM MORE PERTINENT, BUT FOR OBVIOUS REASONS SUCH A MEASURE IS UNFEASIBLE. TO DETERMINE WHETHER THERE WAS INDEED A MNEMONIC REACTION TO THE TOTAL TEST SITUATION IN THIS STUDY, AN ALTERNATIVE INDICATOR IN THE AREA OF PERCEPTION WAS EMPLOYED. THE RATIONALE FOR ITS USE IS AS FOLLOWS: IF S TENDS TO REPRESS AN EXPERIENCE, ASPECTS OF THAT EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE RELATIVELY INACCESSIBLE AS HYPOTHESES FOR PERCEPTUAL RECOGNITION. LIKewise, IF THE TRACE OF AN EXPERIENCE IS WELL STABILIZED FOR S, ASPECTS OF IT SHOULD BE HYPERACCESSIBLE AS RECOGNITION HYPOTHESES. THUS, FOLLOWING THE STRESS SITUATION, WORDS RELATED TO IT IN A GENERAL WAY WERE PRESENTED TACHISTOSCOPICALLY (ALONG WITH MATCHED NEUTRAL WORDS). A REPRESSIVE REACTION TO THE ENTIRE SITUATION SHOULD RESULT IN HEIGHTENED RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS FOR SUCH WORDS; ENHANCED TRACE STABILIZATION, ON THE OTHER HAND, IN LOWERED THRESHOLDS. MOREOVER, IF THESE EFFECTS ARE TRULY MEMORIAL, AND NOT DUE TO REGISTRATION PROCESSES, THEY SHOULD CEASE TO OCCUR WHEN EXPOSURE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HOAX PRECEDES THE PERCEPTUAL TEST.

METHOD

SUBJECTS

SINCE NONE OF THE PERSONALITY OR PERFORMANCE MEASURES PREVIOUSLY SHOWN TO RELATE TO SELECTIVE RECALL UNDER STRESS HAVE BEEN CONCLUSIVELY VALIDATED, IT WAS NOT CONSIDERED APPROPRIATE TO USE ANY ONE OR COMBINATION OF THEM AS A BASIS FOR PRESELECTING THE S-RECALLERS AND F-RECALLERS IN OUR VARIOUS TREATMENT GROUPS. AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO PRESELECTION, IT WAS DECIDED TO ADMINISTER A LARGE BATTERY OF PROMISING MEASURES\(^1\) TO RANDOMLY SELECTED Ss ALREADY TESTED IN OUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS, TO FACTOR ANALYZE THESE MEASURES, AND, FROM THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE RESULTING FACTORS AND THE

---

\(^1\) The measures used included tests related rationally as well as experimentally to each of three personality areas: achievement motivation, hysteria, and ego strength.
selective recall scores of our stress group, to isolate a stable predictor that could be used post hoc to subdivide all treatment groups. This analysis yielded four orthogonal factors, only one of which was at all related to recall direction in the stress condition. The measure with the highest loading in this factor (and, incidentally, with negligible loading in the other factors) was the dichotomous variable of private prep school versus public high school attendance, and indeed this single variable was more strongly associated with our recall measure than any other variable or combination of variables defining this factor (see Footnote 4 for the major variables). Thus, the public-private dichotomy involved fewer dimensions than one might at first have supposed, and also accounted for most of the factorial relationship with recall direction. These considerations, coupled with considerable evidence suggesting that the reactions of Harvard public and private school Ss should be quite different in an intelligence-test situation, led us to use this variable to subdivide our groups into S-recaller and P-recaller components.

The Ss were chosen in the following way: Invitations to participate in the experiment were mailed out to every tenth name in the list of Harvard freshmen. The list was gone through twice in this manner, starting at a different name each time. The letter attractively described the experiment as a study of “symbolic processes,” and also emphasized the remuneration for participation. About half of the men to whom letters were mailed volunteered—125 in all, of whom 117 completed the experiment—and they were randomly assigned to the several experimental conditions. The number of public and private school Ss in each condition was roughly equivalent.

Sequence of Procedures

The order of procedures for all Ss was as follows: (a) initial digit recall test (4 minutes);
(b) scrambled sentence tasks (50 minutes);
(c) second digit recall test (4 minutes); (d) interim discussion with E (8–10 minutes);
(e) initial recall of scrambled sentences (5 minutes); (f) determination of perceptual recognition thresholds (60 minutes); (g) second recall of scrambled sentences (5 minutes);
(h) third recall of scrambled sentences, two days later (5 minutes).

Tests

Digit recall. Half of the Wechsler-Bellevue Digit Recall Test (21) was administered before, and half after, the scrambled sentence tasks, one instance of each forward and backward couplet being presented in each administration. All responses were written from left to right, and writing never began until E finished reading the digits. The number of digit sequences completely correct provided the metric. Scores for the first half alone constituted a check on the equality of memory ability for the several experimental groups; the difference between scores for the first and second halves provided a measure of the anxiety induced by the intervening work on scrambled sentences.

Scrambled sentences. The experimental tasks were sixteen 20-word sentences similar to ones used by Alper (1), Eriksen (6), and Caron (5). Each sentence was divided into 8 to 10 two- and three-word phrases and was presented in scrambled form, S’s job being to rearrange them into a meaningful sentence. Half of the sentences, randomly distributed in the series of sixteen, were unsolvable. Contents of the sentences were diversified so that recall of one would be no aid to recall of another, and the completed and incompletely completed sentences were equated for recall difficulty in a previous study [see Caron (5)]. To facilitate group administration, the sentences were presented in booklet form, one sentence to a page. A 2 3/4-min. time limit was set for each solution and all Ss were required to start a new sentence at the same time. As an aid to recall, each sentence was named by selecting one phrase that best represented its meaning and placing this phrase above the scrambled sentence in the test booklet. E called out this “name” phrase at the start of each problem. For both initial and later recall tests, S had no prior knowledge that recall would be requested. In recalling sentences, S was required to write the name of a sentence or any other key phrase or word sufficient to identify it without question, no more than five minutes being allowed for each recall session. The measure of recall direction was the number of completed minus the number of incomplete tasks recalled (CR-IR).

Perceptual materials. Immediately after initial recall, perceptual recognition thresholds were determined for words pertaining in a general way to the scrambled sentence test and for neutral words of matched structure and of matched frequency (according to the Thorndike-Lorge L count). The former group included the following words: sentence, booklet, phrases, examination, reasoning, scrambled, and tested; the corresponding neutral words were sunshine, cookies, sketches, agriculture, personal security, cookies, sketches, agriculture.

Footnote 4
For the use of digit recall as a measure of anxiety, see Rapaport et al. (16).
leisurely, channeled, and regard. Ss, tested in groups of four, were seated five feet from a ground glass screen in a room illuminated solely by a 40-watt fluorescent ceiling bulb one foot behind S. Each word, no more than 14 inches in length, was flashed at $\frac{1}{100}\text{-second}$, beginning at subthreshold brightness levels and rising in two-volt steps until all Ss recognized the word. Threshold was taken as the voltage level at which correct report first occurred. The order of threatening and neutral words was random, with matched words always being seven positions apart. To prevent communication between Ss, responses were written, E observing these and telling each S to stop and turn over his paper when he had written the correct word.

**Conditions**

**Stress.** The stress condition was structured with two objectives in mind: (a) to convince S that he was taking a highly valid and discriminating intelligence test, and (b) to make him feel that he had done very poorly on it. With respect to the former objective, a number of techniques were used: In the first place, the scrambled sentence task was introduced as a task recently developed by the “Stanford people” in connection with a top level government project, a brief comment being added on the relationship of the Stanford people to the Stanford-Binet test. Second, E implied that the government project involved careful selection of personnel for critical intelligence work, and hence that the present test had been designed to provide precise discrimination in the average to superior range of adult intelligence.

Third, bogus validity data were presented specifying academic and professional success as criteria. Finally, the title “Stanford Reasoning Test” was printed on the cover of the test booklet, and beneath that were printed “name,” “age,” and “IQ.” (IQ was to be filled in, if known. Accomplices, discussed below, always filled in high IQs.) That an intelligence test would be administered in a study ostensibly concerned with “symbolic processes” was rationalized on the ground that E wished to compare the symbolic performances of average and highly intelligent students.

The following means were used to make S feel that he had done badly on the test: First, E stated that most Harvard students should perform very well on this test, since they were undoubtedly at the high end of the distribution of adult intelligence. Second, Ss were tested in groups of six, and each such group included two accomplices who pretended to solve all the tasks rapidly and exuded an air of confidence throughout the session. Finally, the four naive Ss received alternate forms of the test such that when any two of them failed to complete a task the other two Ss completed that same task, the result being that for any single task, four of the six testees achieved solution while two did not.

After completion of the exam, the second digit recall test was administered, and was immediately followed by a period of 8-10 minutes during the first part of which E made remarks intended to reactivate feelings of stress (referring to the exam’s highly discriminative nature, the fact that scores would be made available, etc.), and during the remainder of which he scheduled Ss for subsequent sessions. Such scheduling was done at this point in order to make the interim period for the stress condition as long as that for the recall condition, and yet prevent Ss in the stress condition from discussing the exam among themselves. Half of the stress Ss were kept under stress for all three recall sessions, while the other half were relieved just prior to the second recall test.

**Relief.** This condition was exactly the same as the stress condition, except for the contents of the 8-10-minute interim period mentioned above. Rather than reactivate feelings of stress during this period, E attempted to relieve such feelings. He said the following: “Everybody sit back and relax. From the looks on your faces I gather that this was a pretty rough test—but perhaps you didn’t do as badly as you think. You’ll hate me when I tell you this, but believe me, it was all in the interest of science...” E then explained that the entire situation had been a hoax—that half the tasks had been unsolvable, that the two apparent geniuses in the group had really been E’s accompaniments, and so on.

This revelation released a flood of affect—best described as a mixture of surprise and tremendous relief—which was inevitably followed by a round-robin of descriptions of one’s feelings and reactions during the session. The subsequent airing of these feelings gave the session a definite therapeutic tone.

**Neutral.** In contrast to the stress condition, the aim of the neutral condition was to create as informal and relaxed an atmosphere as possible, and to focus attention on the tasks rather than on S’s performance. To this end, the scrambled sentence tasks were introduced as a pretext of materials for a future experiment. The fact that the tasks were timed was rationalized by telling S that the purpose of the pretext was to eliminate tasks requiring too much time, E supposedly being interested in tasks that took no longer than about two minutes to solve. Moreover, whereas the timing for the stress condition was done in a test-like manner with E holding his stop watch conspicuously, the timing in the neutral condition was done obtrusively and casually.

The booklet of scrambled sentences, in addition, had no title on it, and S was told that he need not supply his name. Finally, no accompaniments were present and all Ss had the same form of the test, so that everyone completed, or failed to complete, any given task.

**Results**

Before considering the results which bear directly on our major questions, let us examine the data pertaining to a basic assumption of the study; namely, that the cognitive effects obtained in our stress condition were due to the ego-involving operations themselves, rather than to something inherent in the test materials or to subject differences alone. Comparison of the stress and neutral conditions for each of the subject groups indicates that this assumption is entirely tenable: Private and public school groups yielded significant differences ($p < .01$ in each case) between stress and neutral conditions on both the recall difference (Table 1, Column 2) and the per-
Atkinson (3) for high and low need achievers tested under similar conditions. Being used appropriately, i.e., to specify a type of cognitive reaction, is indicative of a repression process, we are suggesting that they do not point unequivocally to such a conclusion.

Moreover, the directions across recall and perception were completely consistent for each group, private school Ss exhibiting S-recall as well as "repressive" perceptual patterns under stress but just the opposite tendencies under neutral conditions, public school Ss doing exactly the reverse. (The interaction Fs are significant beyond the .01 level for each variable. See Table 2.)

Lack of a strong recall tendency in favor of incom- pleted tasks in any of our subgroups indicates the presence of a general recall bias in favor of completed tasks. Thus, when the term "F-recall pattern" is employed in the present study, it is being used in a relative, not an absolute, sense. That this term is nevertheless being used appropriately, i.e., to specify a type of cognitive reaction, is indicated by the finding, noted earlier, that our group differences directly parallel those of Atkinson (3) for high and low need achievers tested under similar conditions.

In all our analyses of variance, the form of the test, perceptual threshold scores (Table 1, Column 6). Moreover, the directions across recall and perception were completely consistent for each group, private school Ss exhibiting S-recall as well as "repressive" perceptual patterns under stress but just the opposite tendencies under neutral conditions, public school Ss doing exactly the reverse. (The interaction Fs are significant beyond the .01 level for each variable. See Table 2.)

1. Is the S-recall pattern a function of repression of failures or selective learning in favor of successes? The critical datum here is the degree of shift in the recall difference score from stress to relief conditions for private school boys (Table 1, Column 2). Although a slight shift occurred, it was far from significant, t being less than 1. Recall of incom- pleted tasks (Table 1, Column 5) shows a nonsignificant decrease from stress to relief conditions whereas, if a repression effect were operating and given the mnemonic comparability of our groups, one would expect, if anything, an increase (memory for failures being restored by the relief treatment). Recall of completed tasks (Table 1, Column 5) also exhibit nonsignificant declines. In sum, then, no immediate recall shift appeared in the relief group. To determine, on the other hand, whether a delayed shift occurred for this group or for other groups; namely, for stress Ss who were subsequently relieved, and for nonrelieved stress Ss (the last as a function of time lapse alone), we turn to the data of Table 3 (Columns 1–6). None of the recall differences recorded there (for CR-IR, CR alone, or IR)

For both private and public school Ss, total recall drops significantly from neutral to stress conditions (Table 1, Column 3). However, while for private school Ss this is due entirely to a decline in recall of failures (Column 5) for public school Ss it is completely determined by a decline in recall of successes (Column 4). These losses assume added im- port when one compares the groups on our measure of recall ability—digit-retention. Column 1 of Table 1 shows the mean pretest digit-retention scores for the subgroups. The analysis of variance of these scores yielded no significant or near significant Fs (Table 2). Consider now the findings that indicate whether these losses are due to mnemonic or learning processes.

6 Lack of a strong recall tendency in favor of incom- pleted tasks in any of our subgroups indicates the presence of a general recall bias in favor of completed tasks. Thus, when the term "F-recall pattern" is employed in the present study, it is being used in a relative, not an absolute, sense. That this term is nevertheless being used appropriately, i.e., to specify a type of cognitive reaction, is indicated by the finding, noted earlier, that our group differences directly parallel those of Atkinson (3) for high and low need achievers tested under similar conditions.

7 In all our analyses of variance, the form of the test,
Recall of interrupted tasks under stress

Table 2
Analyses of variance of initial digit recall (D), scrambled sentence recall scores, and perceptual recognition scores for S-recallers (private school Ss) and F-recallers (public school Ss) under three experimental conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>CR-IR</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Ss</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ss X Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>3.82*</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>3.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>5.19*</td>
<td>6.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For 2 and 110 df, an F of 3.09 is significant at the .05 level; an F of 4.81 is significant at the .01 level.

Table 3
Mean difference between first and second recall sessions, and between first and third recall sessions, for CR-IR, CR, and IR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition of Initial Recall</th>
<th>Condition of Delayed Recall</th>
<th>S-recallers (Private School Ss)</th>
<th>F-recallers (Public School Ss)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd-1st sessions</td>
<td>3rd-1st sessions</td>
<td>2nd-1st sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR-IR</td>
<td>CR-IR</td>
<td>CR-IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1 (N = 13)</td>
<td>0.0 (N = 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relief</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0 (N = 6)</td>
<td>-1.0 (N = 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 (N = 19)</td>
<td>-0.2 (N = 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 (N = 15)</td>
<td>0.2 (N = 15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recall also show negligible increases. Here again, then, no immediate recall shift occurred in the relief condition. Further, there was no delayed shift for any of the subgroups. As indicated in the last six columns of Table 3, none of the differences for CR-IR, CR alone, or IR alone, were significantly different from zero. Our findings, therefore, do not confirm predictions derived from a task-tension interpretation of the F-recall pattern, but once more are consistent with those implied by a selective learning view.

3. Is there a mnemonic reaction to the test as a whole? The data relevant to this question are the threshold shifts from stress to relief conditions for test-related words (compared to matched neutral words). According to Table 1, Column 6, private school Ss in the relief group show a significant return (p < .05, two-tail test) to the level obtained under neutral conditions, whereas public school Ss do not shift significantly. That the perceptual
defense pattern dissipated for private school Ss when they were relieved, suggests that a genuinely repressive reaction—a memory rather than a learning phenomenon—occurred for these Ss with regard to the threatening situation as a whole. Since the perceptual vigilance reaction of the public school Ss, on the other hand, did not dissipate in the relief condition, it would seem that this reaction is due to a learning rather than a memorial process.

**Discussion**

Three propositions summarize the present results. 1. Both the S- and F-recall tendencies in the present study are due to a selective learning rather than a selective remembering mechanism. The pertinent datum here is the following: Among the boys from private schools, i.e., those exhibiting an S-recall pattern, the tendency to recall failures was no greater for relieved than for nonrelieved Ss; likewise, among the boys from public schools, i.e., those exhibiting an F-recall pattern, the tendency to recall failures was no less for relieved than for nonrelieved Ss. 2. A repression mechanism was found for S-recallers, but with respect to the stress situation as a whole rather than for specifically failed items. The evidence here: Nonrelieved private school boys manifested perceptual defense for words related in a general way to the examination situation, whereas those who were relieved showed no such perceptual defense. 3. Instead of a comparable process of enhanced retention of the total stress situation, F-recallers showed enhanced registration for the total situation. Thus, although public school boys under stress were perceptually vigilant for test-related words (relative to public school boys under neutral conditions), this effect did not dissipate in the relief condition.

Before we can accept these statements, two critical procedural issues require reexamination: namely, (a) was the stress situation sufficiently threatening; and (b) if so, was the relief treatment really therapeutic? Consider first the question of threat.

Needless to say, the present data would have no bearing on a theory of repression if the stress situation had not induced intense ego threat. That such threat did indeed occur may be inferred from several lines of evidence—observational, introspective, and experimental. In the first place, Ss in the stress condition showed many overt signs of emotional disturbance (little or none of which appeared among the neutral Ss). When stumped by a problem, they would squirm nervously or shake their heads in disgust (sometimes swearing simultaneously) or would stare at the page with a very pained expression. Further, there were many attempts to conceal one’s difficulty from others, either by pretending to have finished problems not actually completed, or, when able to solve a problem, by trying to make one’s success very obvious to competitors (e.g., putting one’s pencil down with a bang or yawning loudly while stretching). Again, depressive and hostile reactions were quite prevalent following the exam, many Ss sitting morosely in their chairs, others openly challenging the worth of the test. Lastly, expressions of great relief—deep sighs, postural relaxation, laughter—almost always appeared when the ruse was finally explained. As to introspective evidence: First, most Ss voluntarily reported that they had been extremely concerned prior to, and tremendously relieved following, exposure of the hoax. They attributed emotions to themselves ranging all the way from intense feelings of inadequacy (“I said to myself, ‘See, you really don’t belong at Harvard’”) to violent hostility (“I wanted to get that supercilious bastard sitting beside me.”) Secondly, continued questioning revealed that although some thought the test a poor one, no one had doubted its reality. With regard to experimental data, finally, consider the results for our indicator of anxiety: digit recall. Whereas recall of digits showed a marked pretest to posttest improvement for Ss in the neutral condition, Ss under stress showed no such improvement, the $F$ between conditions being significant well beyond the .01 level. The most plausible explanation for the latter Ss’ deficiency would seem to be the disrupting effects of anxiety generated during the scrambled sentence test. These data, in sum, would seem to support the assumption that intense ego threat was aroused in the present study.

Let us turn now to the second question: Can exposure of the hoax really be considered a therapeutic, i.e., anxiety-reducing, technique?
Even if it were conceded that anxiety had been aroused in our stress condition, the present findings could be legitimately challenged on the ground that this anxiety was not effectively reduced in the relief condition. Such a challenge might proceed as follows: In the typical clinical setting, the therapist’s efforts to uncover repressed events meet with strong defensive resistance. Hence, recovery of repressed material requires a great deal of time and involves a special kind of intimacy between patient and therapist, neither of which occurred in the present relief treatment. The point is well taken, but it overlooks two important differences between repression as it ordinarily occurs and repression as precipitated in the present experiment. First, in ordinary circumstances, the fearful event is unknown to the therapist, having occurred before therapist and patient began their relationship. Thus, as long as the therapist is ignorant of the actual situation and cannot confront the patient with reality, the patient may safely continue to hide behind his defense and deny the event. In the present situation, however, the individual is faced with an omniscient therapist—one who produced the threatening event and who is as much an authority on its nature as the patient. To continue repressing in the face of such omniscience is to render one’s contact with reality precarious at best. Second, and perhaps more critical, there would seem to be but two ways in which a threatening event may be made less fearful: (a) by effecting a radical change in the patient’s motivational structure (e.g., eliminating his fear of intellectual incompetence) so that the event (e.g., exam failure) no longer poses a threat; or (b) by altering the significance of the event so that it is no longer motivationally relevant. The former is the proper goal of the therapist in the usual clinical setting. The latter is what was obviously involved in the revelation of the experimental hoax to our Ss: the failure experience had initially been created by deception and was now being restored to its true meaning as a psychological gimmick. B’s revelation does not make S any less of a repressor or eliminate his problem with respect to intellectual competence (nor was it intended to), but merely renders this particular event irrelevant to that problem and hence no longer something to be defended against. In the light of both these points, then, the assumption that effective therapy occurred in the present experiment seems entirely tenable.

Two general conclusions follow from the present findings. One is methodological, and touches on the question of criteria for a suitable test of repression. The other concerns the particular mechanisms that underlie the avoidant and adient cognitive reactions obtained here. Consider each of these in turn.

1. In attempting to provide an experimental demonstration of repression, the general practice has been to compare the recall of certain “nonthreatening” aspects of the experimental situation with that for certain threatening aspects. In particular, it has been common to examine the recall of failures in contrast to successes on a bogus intelligence test. The present results impugn this approach, for they suggest that repression embraces only the most general aspects of the stress situation, whereas recall of particular threatening or “nonthreatening” aspects of that situation is a function of learning. This finding seems entirely reasonable, for when a person has failed half the items on a test, what is likely to be threatening for him is not that he has failed those particular items but that he has failed the test. Nor can the items he has passed be entirely free from threat if the total situation in which they are embedded arouses anxiety. It would thus seem necessary, in experimental research on repression, to determine precisely what category of materials is relevant to the subject’s conflicts and fears. While recent experiments in this area have been careful to satisfy the previously neglected criterion of motivational relevance of experimental materials, the present findings strongly suggest it would also be well to consider the cognitive relevance of these materials.

2. That both public and private school Ss showed opposite and significant differences between stress and neutral conditions, and that the directions of these differences were completely consistent across recall and perception, indicate that two quite different defensive reactions to stress occurred in this study. One—an avoidant reaction by private school Ss—was indeed shown to be repressive as far as the total test situation was concerned, but, with regard to particular items, was a
matter of registration differences. The other—an adient reaction by public school Ss—was a case of registration differences at both levels. One may properly inquire at this point what the particular processes might be which determine the various registration differences found. Osgood (15), among others, has suggested that differential rehearsal may account for such learning superiorities. The possibility of covert review of failures by Harvard public school Ss indeed seems especially reasonable on the assumption that these Ss are high achievers. While such individuals are not unconcerned about failure, they undoubtedly have a history of repeated reward for efforts to counteract initial failure. Hence these Ss would be expected to ruminate over their difficulties as a cognitive precursor to constructive adjustment. In the case of private school Ss, covert review of successes might be expected as a kind of ego-bolstering reaction. Another possibility for these Ss is that anxiety over inability to solve items acts to disrupt their registration. These two mechanisms are, of course, by no means mutually exclusive.

**Summary**

The present study proposed to answer three questions: 1. Is superior recall of successes in an intelligence test situation (S-recall) a function of selective forgetting (repression) of failures or selective learning in favor of successes? 2. Is superior recall of failures in this situation (F-recall) a function of selective remembering or selective learning in favor of failures? 3. Is there a mnemonic reaction to the test as a whole? The first two questions were examined by comparing the recall preference of nonrelieved S- and F-recallers on a bogus intelligence test (involving solvable and unsolvable scrambled sentences) with that for comparable relieved Ss, selective remembering theories predicting a shift from nonrelieved to relieved conditions for each recall group. The third question was examined by comparing the perceptual recognition thresholds of the above relieved and nonrelieved Ss on exam-related and matched neutral words. Forty-two Ss each were tested in the relief and nonrelief condition, with 33 more tested under neutral conditions. Prior attendance at a private versus a public high school was used as the indicator of S- and F-recallers respectively.

The findings were as follows: 1. Both the S- and F-recall tendencies were due to a selective learning rather than a selective remembering mechanism. 2. A repression mechanism was demonstrated for S-recallers with regard to the stress situation as a whole. 3. A comparable process of enhanced retention of the total stress situation was not demonstrated for F-recallers; rather, the effect was due to enhanced registration. Two conclusions were drawn from these findings: First, that repression was found for the total test situation rather than for specific items, suggests experimental tests of repression must fulfill a criterion of cognitive relevance of test materials. Second, the kinds of enhanced registration found may have been due to covert rehearsal, and possibly also to disruption of the registration of other items by anxiety.
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